“THERE IS NOTHING
MORE FASCINATING
THAN WORKING
WITH LIGHT.”

LED workplace lighting
LED machine lighting
LED industrial lighting
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Our mission – Intelligence in Light

W

e started out wanting to create
the perfect light for industrial
machines. Light that could perfectly fulfil the most wide-ranging
demands for each purpose over the long term.
That is why we were one of the first companies
to design and manufacture highly specialised LED
luminaires for use with machinery.

We have replaced previous products with brighter,
longer-lasting and more efficient luminaires – and
now we are taking the next step: we are making
light interactive and incorporating it into the overall
digital process, so it can not only provide perfect illumination, but can also take over additional technical
and biodynamic functions.
Yours

Nowadays we are one of the leading companies
in this sector. We work with innovative ideas to
give light meaningful added value and to utilise
the potential provided by its characteristics.
We call it “Intelligence in Light”.
Jan Schiga
CEO
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RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT | INNOVATION

“WE HAVE ALWAYS
COMPARED OURSELVES WITH
THE BEST IN THE INDUSTRY
AND HAVE NEVER HIDDEN.”

Younger than expected!

W

e take it as a compliment. For the
team and for our products. It expresses the spirit within which we
work. Never standing still, never
letting up on the desire to create something better
and to bring it to market. This innovative spirit often
makes us appear younger than we actually are.
This is the case, for example, with our prescient
functional luminaires for mechanical engineering.
As a functional element integrated into the overall
system, they are able to provide information about
the machine status or production progress. Thus,
we are developing and producing work luminaires,
which can fulfil and assume the functions of the
highly digitalised 4.0 industry environment.
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This ability to look beyond the obvious is one of
the reasons why we are able to constantly develop
our product range: our in-house research and
development park plays a vital role.
Our regular product innovations, the constant
searching out and implementation of expedient
trends in innovative products – these things make
us what we are: a young, at times slightly unconventional company, but one that is always striving
to provide the best possible customer benefit.
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MARKETS

OEM
PARTNER

LED magnifier luminaire

LED workplace luminaire SYSTEMLED in assembly

LED RGB-W machine luminaire

LENSLED.

(BOTT, Gaildorf, Germany).

STATUSLED (TRUMPF, Ditzingen,
Germany).

The broad spectrum of possibilities

T
“WE HAVE THE KNOWLEDGE
TO ALWAYS CREATE THE EXACT,
PERFECT LIGHT.”
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he best luminaire is that which perfectly fulfils the respective requirements
and needs. Sometimes it is extremely
durable and resistant to acids, drilling
water and cutting oil; sometimes it is multifunctional
with integrated sensors. Or perhaps it is simply extremely bright and focused to illuminate the precise
spot accurate to a thousandth of a millimeter. But
all of our luminaires have one thing in common:
they always combine operating efficiency, durability
and unbeatable energy-efficiency with design and
ergonomic handling.

IO-Link-compatible luminaires are a product of these
high standards, for example. When incorporated into
the BUS system of our clients, they communicate
the operational and functional statuses of machines.
Or our LABS-free bonding, which we apply using
robots. The result is perfectly even bonded surfaces,
which our luminaires reliably maintain even under
extreme conditions – and they still look good.
Our most recent project concerns “biodynamic
light” (HCL – human-centric light). The aim here is
to produce the perfect industrial lighting, which can
constantly adapt to the changing lighting requirements of people throughout the day.
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CUSTOM SOLUTIONS

“INDUSTRY 4.0
DEMANDS A NEW
GENERATION OF
LUMINAIRES.”

From idea to series production

Left: machine for
LED embedding
with PUR.

Right: CNCcontrolled bonding
robots.

I

n addition to our range of standard luminaires, we also focus on customised luminaires, which are designed and manufactured
to meet a specific requirement. We can help
you to realise the exact product that you need for
your project to meet your technical lighting needs,
your time frame and your commercial requirements.
In order to turn new ideas like these into sound
products, our company boasts extensive expertise,
in-house prototype manufacturing and the capacity
required for the subsequent expert manufacturing
and assembly. The result is an efficient, economical
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process chain: From the concept phase to prototyping to the delivery of customised series components.
Regardless of whether it is a small series or for
several thousands of units – at the end of the day,
it is always the intelligent implementation of customer requirements and our high quality demands
that make us stand out. It also means that we are
a great partner for other manufacturers (OEMs)
for whom lights and lighting form part of their own
products or who want to incorporate them in the
future.
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QUALITY

“OUR COMPLAINT
RATE IS < 1%.”
Each luminaire
passes through a
100% functional test.

3-year warranty and “Made in Germany” quality

W

e carry out the engineering,
developments, all tests and
experiments in house. Our staff
include engineers and proven
practitioners, and we have a test facility to ensure
well-engineered product solution and consistently
high quality.

Each of these companies is among the technological leaders in their industry. A consistent quality
chain that makes our products both innovative and
process-secure.
This constellation makes us fast and flexible so that
we can respond to new trends and developments in
the market and implement them into our products.

We work together with select suppliers in production. Our focus is on regional partners who we know
personally. They support us, from prototyping for
new products to cast metal housings for large serial
production.
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SERVICE

“ONE OF THE GREATEST
CHALLENGES OF GROWTH:
GUARANTEEING FAST
DELIVERY TIMES AND ALWAYS
BEING WITHIN REACH.”

Reliable service – worldwide

Germany

Czech Republic

Israel

Portugal

Spain

Austria

Finland

Italy

Romania

Sweden

Belgium

France

Liechtenstein

Singapore

Switzerland

Canada

Great Britain

Luxembourg

Slovakia

The Netherlands

China

Hong Kong

Mexico

Slovenia

USA

Croatia

Hungary

Poland

South Africa

W

e have become great at servicing
and maintenance. This means
knowing the profession, fast reaction times, short delivery times
and providing constructive assistance on location
when problems arise. This reliability has in turn
made us a preferred partner within the industry.
For both smaller companies and OEMs.

That is why we have established a network of retailers and sales partners, who we regularly train and
expand upon as and when required. Our aim is to be
able to reach all places where our products, advice
or common problem-solving are required and fast.
In small and in large companies; within Germany
and overseas. And our long-lasting relationships
with our customers continue to prove that we are
up to the challenge.

Availability and a reliable service are more than just
a matter of course for us. We see them as a strong
pillar to our success.
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RESPONSIBILITY

Light Forming
Technology
Aluminium housing
for optimum thermal
management

Connection via
reverse-polarityprotected M12
connector
4 mm ESG,
chip-resistant
IP rating
IP67 / IP69K
Opal white
glare-free technology

Centennial Light – a vision of sustainability

T
The Centennial
Light has shone for
over 100 years.

he Centennial Light is the longest-lasting light bulb in the world. It has been
shining for over 100 years in Livermore
fire station near San Francisco.

LED technology is the light source that is closest
to matching this life span. Yet it is considerably
more economical and, of course, considerably
brighter too. 100 years of luminosity is no longer
the objective. After all, that would mean no product
advancements, no innovation and no adaptation to
the changing conditions.
It is only through the consistent use of the latest
technology, procedures and research findings that
ideas can be realised to manufacture recyclable
products that require fewer resources.
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This does not just relate to life cycle, technology and
the materials used in our machine luminaires; it also
incorporates the resource of human beings as the final user through functionality and ergonomic design.
With this responsibility, each and every one of our
luminaires contains the spirit of Centennial Light.
It is a constant challenge and one that we take on
with great passion each day.

“WE WANT TO BE THE BENCHMARK
FOR THE INDUSTRY – INCLUDING REGARDING
RESPONSIBILITY TO THE NEXT GENERATION.”
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The LED2WORK product range
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PRODUCTS

FLEXLED
LEANLED Flex-Arm
Flex-arm LED luminaires

LENSLED Flex-Arm
MECHALED
MIDILED Flex-Arm

LED workplace lighting
Adjustable-arm LED luminaires
LED system luminaires

LENSLED II
UNILED II
SYSTEMLED
UNILED SL
FIELDLED II
SPOTLED II

Integrated LED luminaires

SPOTLED II V4A
VARILED
VARILED V4A
FIELDLED II
LEANLED
MIDILED
SPOTLED II

LED machine lighting

SPOTLED II V4A
Surface-mounted LED luminaires

TOPLED
TOPLED II V4A
TUBELED_40 II
TUBELED_70
VARILED
VARILED V4A
INROLED_50_RGB-W

LED signal luminaires

SIGNALED_RGB
STATUSLED_RGB-W
TUBELED_40 II_RGB-W

Surface-mounted LED luminaires
LED industrial lighting

TECLED
INROLED_25

LED tube luminaires

INROLED_50
INROLED_70
DIN Rail power supply

Power supply
Dimmboxes (external dimmer)
Connecting cables
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Plug-in power supply
Desktop power supply

Accessories

LED2WORK GmbH
Stuttgarter Str. 13 A
75179 Pforzheim | Germany
T +49 7231 44920-00
F +49 7231 44920-99
info@led2work.de

www.led2work.de

